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Understanding Strategic Partnerships For Sustainable Land Administration

• Technology ------ Good Governance

• Accountability
• Transparent
• Participation
Understanding
Strategic Partnerships For Sustainable Land Administration

- To address the issue of **segmentation of data sources** within and also outside the system of **bureaucracy** (horizontal and vertical governments) with the purpose of more efficient and effective land administration, which will enable sustainable development of the whole society.
Essential data
----- Sustainable Land Administration

- What kind of data is essential for sustainable land administration

Geometrical data
Land cover
Land use
Land tenure
Register
Land market
Land use plan
address
Industry register

Cost –benefit
Fit-for-purpose

Plus.........
How to set up partnership

- **Win-win situation**: Cooperation ---legal contracts ---clarify the responsibilities

- **Competing situation**: holding data=holding power (tournament in bureaucracy)

**No.1**
Organizational Agglomeration (Merger)

**No.2**
Higher-level leadership
Partnership agreement

**No.3**
Legislation
Coerciveness
data sharing
China’s **Land administration and management**

1. Geodesy
2. Land cover survey
3. Land Register

Spatial and land use planning

Land market
Land development

**Status quo**

**State regulation**

**Market mechanism**

**Changed land uses**

**Land administration and management**
China’s case

No.1 Organizational Agglomeration (Merger)

1. Ministry of Land and Resources
2. National Administration for Surveying and Geo-Information
3. State Oceanic Administration
4. State Administration of Forest

Ministry of Natural Resources
Discussion

- A analytical framework

- Purposes? Constrains?
- Governance structure (power-setting)?

No.1
Organizational Agglomeration (Merger)

No.2
Higher-level leadership
Partnership agreement

No.3
Legislation Coerciveness
data sharing
Thank you for your attention

• Welcome comments!

• Rosy Liao